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Royal Family Excited About LBM:
Duchess of Westwood Finally Agrees to One on One Interview
(Moose Lodge) “We are very pleased with the final preparations,” said official spokesperson
and Grand Duchess of Westwood Princess Joanie Boysen. “I was just remarking to my dear
cousin, Princess Margaret Sears, Duchess of Linden Hills, that things appear to be moving
along swimmingly.” Her highness then emphasized the fact that this wedding was going to
be “the social highlight of the season” in the kingdom of Rice. “We have been inundated
with press credentials and last minute demands from many of our more ‘remote’ relatives,”
said the Princess, “including the reasonable chance of seeing all four McMichael countesses in one location for the first
time since 2001. I would like to be sitting near that table…if you
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know what I mean.”
The rumors are beginning to swirl regarding the exact time and
location of the couple’s balcony clinch. “I hope they kiss
somewhere on the fourth street parade route, maybe near Tower
Liquor or the Piggly Wiggly,” said royal watchers Roger Bongers
and Gary Lazarz. “We are planning on getting there early and
camping out in the Moose Lodge’s parking lot.”
The non-royal guest list has also been closely guarded with many
questions surrounding the other celebrities attending and the
names “Joan Olson Smith” and “James Albert Batchelder” are
considered front-runners. “Batchelder is on the list thanks to his
mother being held in high regard by the royals and Joan Olson
Smith is just a great choice....unless her husband, Donald King
Smith, insists on being there,” said insider Dixean Drager-Clooney. When asked if Mr. Smith was considered a less than
desirable, Ms. Drager-Clooney said, “We view Mr. Smith as both
troublesome and disruptive along with, surprisingly enough,
many of your readers.” When pressed for names, Ms. DragerClooney raised her diminutive hand and said, “Really, you can’t
figure it out? Really? Sheesh...Sarah Barnett, Dapper, Teske, Ann
Dyste, Andy McGrory…come on. Mark Fielding?”
Further questions to Princess Joanie uncovered a literal treasure
trove of new wedding details:




The best man is Prince James Liverseed, third Duke of Earl.
The wedding’s theme is “Can You Believe Amy Actually Said
Yes?” with little exclamation points and question marks used
in place of the traditional rose petals.
Alec Noll was commissioned to compose the wedding song to
“celebrate this timeless love story.” The song has not been
heard but the title has been confirmed as “Really, Seriously,
Can You Believe Amy Actually Said Yes?”

